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                                                          Ministries Foundation Steering Committee 

    Thursday, April 6, 2022; 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.  

     Zoom Virtual Meeting 

 
    Steering Committee’s Commitment to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion  
We will use a lens of racial and economic justice by working on seeing, hearing, and identifying how to change and improve both 

individually (in our everyday interactions), and through systemic change in communications, policies, and procedures within our 

planning of a newly designed organization. 

 

In Attendance: Chair Brian Mullen; Anita S. Duckor; Kristine Smyth; Meg Gillespie, CSJ; Jill Underdahl, 

CSJ; Beth Bird, Kevin Berg. 

Chair Brian Mullen called the meeting to order at 7:31 a.m. 

Prayer: Anita 

DEI statement: Brian read the DEI Statement 

Minutes: Anita moved to approved; Meg seconded; unanimous approval 

General Discussion Prior to MOU Presentation 

MOM Draft Presentation 

Cathy Steffens hoped that talking to everyone in this meeting would help give her a sense of the kind of 

questions or feedback that might come in the Saturday Assembly meeting. Cathy said she anticipated 

that some of the sticking points may be around questions of financial support and governance. So, she 

directed everyone to look at pages 4 and 5 on the draft MOU. She pointed out (a), explaining that they 

had chosen not to be specific about a monetary amount but instead say “necessary support and 

resources to assure the ministries are viable in community members.” 

She understands that in the Assembly there will be a lot of concern around how much this will cost and 

when it will begin and end, and also around having enough representation in the Sponsorship Council to 

do the assessing, assuring, and decisions listed under section (f) on page 4.  The MOU Committee also 

wanted to assure the Province and Board that the properties would remain owned by the Province 

because they didn’t expect the new entity to find new facilities for the Ministries. The MOU Committee 

also wanted to build in assurances that the staff would retain current rate or equivalence of salary, 

benefits, PTO, etc. and that the contracted services could remain with the Province for now. If down the 

line the clinics would join the new entity with all their employees, then things might switch. 
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Under the financial contribution section on page 5, she noted that some of the wording had already 

changed. The phrase “will do what it has always done” has been changed to “will continue to support.” 

The Committee wanted to assure the new entity of the funding it would need to succeed for the 3-to-5-

year transition period, leaving open the possibility of extending funding on an annual basis--based on a 

review of how things are going. If a Capitol Campaign is decided upon, say in two years, this Campaign 

would be owned and staffed by the new entity.  

She said that they would be open to discussing other parts of the MOU the SC may want to discuss but 

these financial and governance sections seemed the areas of most concern.  

Responses to MOU Presentation 

1) Brian responded that  

• It would be good to make this very clear in the Assembly how truly fluid the MOU draft 

document is and that it has already changed and will be changing through the process.  

• He asked Cathy how she envisioned the negotiation process. He mentioned that Jill and Anita 

have been talking as members of the subcommittee with knowledge of the SC, but as a SC we 

haven’t really established how to negotiate and who should represent us in this. And we’re 

mindful of how much has to get done on a short timeline. 

• He talked about the financial piece that would explore new opportunities for funding the new 

entity, trying to access the real costs of each ministry, and what new funding streams or ways 

being sustainable each individual ministry might establish.  Identifying the costs will be easiest. 

Harder will be identifying what grants and foundations will be out there that will fit. Answering 

what the questions of what we are and what we do. These will affect branding, and knowing 

what grants are out there is essential to knowing the potential funding piece.  

2) Cathy responded that  

• she will mention in the Assembly that the document is changing and ask them for their ideas, 

and that from them, the MOU wording may change or not. 

• the MOU committee has been concerned about the timeline so they have moved up their 

timelines to the SC to have more to respond to earlier, knowing what the Sisters are thinking 

and concerned about. That should help negotiations. 

• the Province wants to support the current ministries and new entity to see they survive but 

don’t want to pour money into a black hole so they realize that things might need to adjust. And 

after a Capitol Campaign, it’s important to see how things go. For instance, what if no one feels 

Sarah’s...Oasis is worth funding? She said she doesn’t think this will happen, but the new board 

and president might think things need changes and may want to make some adjustments. And 

the Province will want to see how things are going then, which is why they don’t want to make a 

blanket commitment of funding. 

3) Brian said the Steering Committee would need to talk and understand the MOU draft more fully, and 

it would need the latest draft.  Jill noted that she already could see differences between MOU and SC 

documents in the governance. For instance, on page 4 (f), the MOU states that the representatives of 

the Sponsorship Council will be “selected” by the Sisters instead of the SC’s recommended “appointed.” 

Cathy responded that could be a simple change.  
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Brian reiterated the need to establish a process and have SC selected representees in the negotiation of 

the MOU for clarity, rather than just defacto Jill and Anita. 

4) Cathy had a question about the Ministry Supervisors who are currently on the Leadership Council. If 

the new entity starts July 1, who will be doing the supervising? And will the new Leadership Team 

members have to take on these supervisory duties?  Brian said there will be an interim stage between 

the MOU completion and the legal filing and getting a new president. So yes, the Supervisory duties will 

have to continue for a while.  Brian said he would be talking to her before the Assembly and thanked 

her. 

MOU Presentation Debriefing 

Brian reiterated that the SC would have to choose people to represent the SC in negotiations, and Anita 

reiterated that recommended changes should be down on paper.  Jill explained that she had been 

careful only to make statements about what the SC had already agreed upon in its documents.   

Anita recommended that a list of changes should be drawn up and agreed upon and sent to the MOU 

Committee with the rationale for each change as soon as possible. Brian stated that they also have to be 

explained in person with the document. He recommended that Meg and Jill be there for credibility and 

ability to explain in ways they understand. Anita agreed. 

Jill said there has been a wave of understanding in the Province since the August 2021 MOU statement 

with its resolutions stating that the Province needs to let go of control and financial responsibility. But it 

will be important to be explained in the language and ways they can understand. Meg said that having 

said that the control should shift in theory and putting it into practice are two different things. Meg said 

they should see how Saturday goes and deal with the aftermath afterwards. 

Kevin pointed out that it was good news that the Province will retain all the property. That takes a bit of 

the scope of work off the finance/legal plate. Brian noted that the same with the sustaining of current 

contracted services arrangements. Everyone was comfortable with both of these decisions. Kevin said 

you don’t want to saddle the new president with having to make all those decisions right away.  Beth 

said that the CEO will then have the chance to decide those elements.  

Subcommittee Chair Updates 

Meg informed the group that the Ministries subcommittee would be having a second meeting with the 

Ministry Directors, and Larry would lead the discussion. He will be first very positive in acknowledging 

their good work but then straightforward about the challenge before the organization that $1 million 

annual funding will need to be eventually replaced. They planned to be   

“asking the ministries to evaluate their programs and name what is needed to move forward in 

areas such as service delivery, capital investments needed, etc.  This first meeting will be to talk 

through the process, set the stage for re-imagining the future of the ministry and its 

sustainability, and asking them to develop concepts for further discussion. Our goal is to support 

them and walk with them through the process.” 

Scope of Work and Timelines 
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Anita presented the Scope of Work planning document and projected timelines.  SC agreed that it is 

unlikely that the Business Case will be completed by June and that we would have time to agree to the 

MOU document by the end of June. 

Next Meeting: Thursday April 14, 2022 -- 7:30 am to 9:00 am – Jill noted she would be late. 

Prayer for Next Meeting: to be determined 

Adjournment: The meeting adjourned at 9:00 am 

Respectfully submitted, 

Marybeth Lorbiecki, Communications Consultant 

 

 

 

 

 

 


